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Many real variable integrals have been defined as extensions of
the Lebesgue integral. Some of them depend heavily on special properties of the derivative on the real line, and some follow the idea of
definite integral as limits of certain approximating sums. The idea
of Kunugi’s generalized integrals follows the latter direction. As it is
already known (IV,’ Theorem 7) [4], for the (E.R.) integrable function f(x), the integral is defined as limit of approximating sums
Gn

f(x)dx, G-(x; f(x)<_nc?(x)}.

satisfies the condition lim n |

In this case, the sequence

?(x)dx-O. Theorem 9 shows that the

Denjoy-integrable function f(x) in the general (resp. special) sense in
[a, b] is a measurable function for which there exists a monotone increasing sequence (F}, with union [a, b], of closed sets with the properties [C] and [D] (resp. [D,]), and then the integral is given as limit

{"J

f(x)d. On the other hand, we have seen
the sets of
that for each positive Lebesgue-integrable function
of approximating sums

,

(E.R.?) integrable functions and Denjoy-integrable functions in either
the general or the special sense partially intersect. Moreover, for
some functions which are both (E.R.(?) and Denjoy-integrable, even
where the Denjoy integrability is in the special sense, both integrals
do not coincide. 2 Thus, we see that the (E.R.) integrability differs
essentially from the Denjoy integrability, and the difference between
the methods of totalization of the (E.R.) integral and the Denjoy
1) The reference number indicates the number of the Note.
2) This has been proved by I. A. Vinogradova for the case of special (E.R.)
integral (i. e. A-integral) (see [6]). On the other hand, if e(t) is a positive Lebesgueintegrable function in [a, b], and if (t) is the indefinite integral of e($) such that
(a)=o and (b)=, then for a function f(x) defined in [, ], we see that: (1)
f(())(t) is (E. R. ) integrable in [a, b] if and only if f(x)is (E. R.) integrable in

).[: f((t))()dt=(E.R.).[:

the special sense in [,/], and then (E. R.
f(x)dx (see IV),
and (2) f((t))(t) is Denjoy-integrable in the general (resp. special) sense in [a,b]
if and only if f(x) is Denjoy-integrable in the general (resp. special) sense in [a,/],
and then (D)
f((t))(t)dt=(D) Ja f(x)dx. Therefore, it follows that the assertion is also true. for the general case.

-[

--[
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integral appears in the form of the difference between the sequences
of sets {G} and {F} reasonably chosen.
In this paper, we first give a few sufficient conditions that a func-

tion f(x) in [a, b] for which there exists the limit lim

I"

f(x)dx, where

{F} is a monotone increasing sequence of closed sets, become a unction, (E.R.) integrable with respect to

reasonably chosen, such that

,.f(x)dx

of
f(x)dx is taken as the value (E.R.p)
the integral (Propositions 17, 18). As applications, we get Theorems
8 and 10. K. Fujita has proved Theorem 10 in the orm of (E.R.)

the limit value lim

integral in [1]. This Theorem shows that or a Denjoy-integrable
function f(x) in the general sense, if we choose ? reasonably, f(x)is
also (E.R.) integrable and both integrals are given as limit o the
same approximating sums.
We shall assume throughout this paper that the interval is finite.
We denote by [a, b] the closed interval, and denote by [a, b) the halfopen interval on the right side. We conserve the terminologies and
the notations of the preceding papers I-IV [4].
8. The (EoR. ) integrals and the Denjoy integrals. Let us begin with giving the following Lemma without proof.
Lemma 24. If f(x) is a function in [a, b) which is bounded on
any proper subinterval of [a, b), then there exists a function u(x) in
[a, b) with the following properties:
1) f(x) _u(x) for all x e [a, b),
2) u(a) 1, lim u(x)= + c, u(x) is continuously diff erentiable and
u’(x) 1 at any point x of [a, b).
Lemma 25. If f(x) is a measurable function in [a, b) for which
there exists a u(x) with the properties 1) and 2) of Lemma 24, such that

_

,

to a finite limit when b’-b, for (x) defined by
f(x) is (E.R.) integrable and (E.R.)
(x)=e C)-w(), w(x)=e
f (x) dx lim f (x)dx holds.
’f(x)dx converges

bb

Proof. It is easy to verify that (x) is a positive Lebesgue-integrable unction in [a, b). For the sequence {s}, s=2 -n, let {bn} be a
(z)dz
monotone increasing sequence converging to b, such that

-

for every z with b< z< b, (b)e
< s/g and
<s/8. Put N=[, b], and put f(x)=f(z) on F and ero elsewhere. hen, {f} is a sequence of functions f-converging to f in
{(a, b), p}. In fact, we see that {V(P,s; f)} is a tundamental

< s/g

3) For the definition, see IV.
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sequence with f e V(Fn, $n f). It is easy to verify that the sequence
is fundamental. Moreover, [a()] [f(x)-f(x)[-0 for all x F.
[(q)] Since u(x)e -()/w() is a strictly monotone increasing continuous
function, for every sufficiently great value of k, there exists one and
only one point Xo=Xo(k) such that k=U(Xo)e -(o+(o. Hence, if we
put E={x; [f(x)] >k(x)}, we have E[x0, b). Therefore,
k
Since,
(x)dx k
(x)dx ke -,

-[J

.

-{’Jmax

f (X)l>k (x)

{x; If (x)

(xo, n)
-)+)

furthermore, u(x)e -<) and u(x)e
are respectively monotone decreasing and increasing functions, we have ke-((o,))gu(b)e -),
and so

k

J {x;lfn (x) -f (x) >k (x)

(x)dx/3. [y()] First, in the case

:[f(x)-- fn(X)]()dx]

when Xo(--Xo(k))bn, we have

+k

E

[xo, b)

case

the

(x)dx+
when

[o, b)kE

f(x)dx 2e/3+

xob,

we

ke(-w)dxen. In
xo

[:[f(x)--f(x)]()dx

have

(x)dx + [bn, b)kE f(x)dx S / 3 + ke ()-() dx $n.
k
Thus, f n e V(Fn, en f). Consequently, from the fact that the (E.R.)
gk

[bn, b)

Ek

integral is the r-continuous extension of the Lebesgue integral in
{(a, b), } (see IV), it follows that f(x) is (E.R.) integrable and

lim[f(x)dx-(E.R.)["f(x)dx.

.

Moreover, from the assumption,

da

da

Lemma Z6. Let {N} be

monotone ieei eqeee, ith

,

let () be the etio geeg b
et,
if
r()-mes ([, ] (F.IF0)+ rues
(n=0, 1,2,... Fo=).
Then, 1) v(x) is a mapping of F onto [0, b-a), which is a one to one
mapping except for a set N of measure zero such that the range v(N)
is a set of countable points, 2) if f(y) is a Lebesgue-integrable funci

eloped

tion in [0, b-a), then we have

[ f(y)dy=[
dr(E)

dE

f(v(x))dx for every meas-

urable set E in [a, b].
We now obtain the fo]lowin proposition"
Proposition 17. Le$ f(x) be a measuvable function in In, b] wih
the following property" there exists a monotone increasing sequence
{F}, wih union [a, b] excep for a se o/measure zero, of closed sets
in [a, b] on each of which f(z) is Lebesgue-integrable, such
4) Cf. [3], condition [31].
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every interval I, |

f(x)dx converges to a finite limit when
n-oo, and he convergence is uniform with respect to I. Then, there
is a positive Lebesgue-integrable function (x) in [a, b] such that f(x)
is (E.R. q) integrable in any interval I in [a, b] and (E.R. )

for

J FnNI

[f(x)dx

[

f(x)dx.
Proof. Let us consider a monotone increasing sequence {A} of
closed sets such that AF, A\A is closed set, lira rues A-5-a,
lim

f(x)ldx<2 -(n+l) and f(x) is bounded on every An. Let v(x) be
A onto [0, b-a) defined in Lemma 26 for {A}.
the mapping of
Then, v(x) is a one to one mapping except for a set N of measure zero
with mes N*-0, N*=v(N). Put f*(y)=f(v-(y)) on [0, b-a)\N* and
zero elsewhere. Let u(y) be a function with the properties 1) and 2)
of Lemma 24 for f*(y) and put (y)-e ()-w(), w(y)-e (). Then,
since
If(x)ldx<2-(/) oreveryI,
Fn\An

[I f(x)dx-- f(x)dxl<_ I
Fn N I

A NI

f

Fn\An

f(x)dx exists and the convergence is uniform with respect to
JAn n Z
I. We now put f,(y)=f(v-l(y)) on z((U An) I) \N* and zero elselim

where, and put n-mesAn. Then, since, for 5’ with 0<b’<b-a,
there is c, such that c, An,\An,_, and (c,)=5’, we have, for every

I,

f*(y)dy=
An_l NI

f(x)dx +

[a,Cn,Jn (An,\An,_ 1) NI

f(x)dx, so that %here

f*()gy and the convergence is uniform with respect to I.
Consequently, there exists a subsequenee {} of {} such that,
whenever n>_n,
f*(y)dy <2 -(/) for every y with o<y<b-a
exists lira

and for every interval I, and that

-

(o)e-("

<.-(/ and

<2 -(/. ttenee, as it is seen in the proof of Lemma 2g, if we put
s--2 for all such that <_</, {V([0, ], s/4; f*)} is a fundamental sequence in {g(0, b-a), } with g*, V([0, ], s/4;f*), where
g()=f*() on r(A I)\N* and ero elsewhere. Consider the functions f, f, and g, defined in such a way that, fz(x) is the restriction on I of f(x), fx,(x)-f(x) on f’ N I and ero elsewhere, and g.(x)
=f(x) on ANI and ero elsewhere. hen, the sequence {V(P I,
s; f)} is fundamental in {(I),go(v)}. Moreover, we have
V(F I, sn f). For, [((v))] f,(x)- fx(x) 0 for all x Fn N I,
[fl((r))] J x;I (x) (x) I>k (v (x))
J{y;
(y) >k (y)
(y)
fI,

-fi

g,

-f

-
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en/4. [’((V))]

I[f,n(X)-- f(x)](())dxl Ii[g,n(X)-- fz(x)](())dx

[g,n(X)-- f,n(X)](())dx

+ k [J x; I’gI,

[Vol. 45,

[g,n(X)-- f(x)](())dx

.

,(v(x))dx + [

Thus, fe {lim
If(x)ldx
f,} in {(I), (v)}. Consequently, =(v) is a desired unction.
(x)

fI (x) I’ k ( (x))

JF n\A

This proof shows that"
Remark 1. In Proposition 17, we can choose in such a way
that, when we put fn(X)--f(x) on Fn and zero elsewhere, or every
interval I, the sequence {fn} does not only r-converge to f in ((I), },
but satisfies the condition: [1] for every k)0, the convergence
[f(x)-fn(X)]()dx

is uniform with respect to I.

I

Paying attention to the proo of Proposition 17, we get"
Proposition 18. If we replace in Proposition 17 the condition

[C] by the following condition" [C.]

f

JFn

f(x)dx converges to a finite

limit when n--.c, and lira |

f(x)dx-O for every interval I in
[a, b] and he convergence is uniform with respec$ o I. Then, here is
a positive Lebesgue-inegrable function (x) in [a, b] such $ha$ f(x)
J (Fn + l\F n)

is

_.[:f(x)dx-l.im.[,f(x)dx"

(E.R.) integrable in [a, b] and (E.R.)_

We get the following theorem as an application of Proposition 18.
Theorem 8. If f(x) is a measurable function in [a, b] such $ha
real number

, there exists a Lebesgue-inegrable function (x) for which f(x) is

:

(E.R. ) integrable and (E.R. ) f (x)dx -.
Proof. For the case when 0, let {an} be a monotone decreasing sequence o positive numbers such that F an--. For each n, let
in be the smallest positive integer i such that ianl. Put, or

m=1,2,...,
if ]=

b-a i ]-

2in+2k (k=1,2,

2in+2k-1 (k-1,2,..., i-1), b---a

..., i)

and

b--2a

if ]--2i--1.

Then,

By the assumption, there is a monotone increasing sequence
f/(x)dx-b_-(resp.
{A} (resp. {B})o closed sets such that
F,

b=.

[

|

bl

(A0= (resp. B0-)) and lira mes A-- rues {x;
f(x)_0} (resp. limmesB:=mes{x; f(x)<0}). If we put
f-(x)dx-

Bj\B_

/

the desired assertion follows from Proposition 18.

The proof is

No. 5]
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similar for the case _< 0.
Theorem 9 (Characterizations of Den]oy integrals). A necessary
and sucient condition that a measurable function f(x) in [a, b] be
Den]oy-integrable in the general (resp. special) sense is that there exists a monotone increasing sequence {Fn}, with union [a, b], of closed
sets with the property [C], such that" [D] (resp. [D.]) ) for each eO,
there is an n-n(e) such that n(e)-+ c when e-O, and whenever

n’n,

].{

f(x)dx

<e for

every finite sequence {I} of nonoverlapping intervals whose end-points (resp. at least one of the end-

lira
JFn n i

(Fn Fn)

f()gz

Ii

or evef itefl I i [, hi.

Proof. Necessity. The case of "special" ollows from [2], Theorem 1. The case of "general" can be proved in the same way as in
[1], lemma. Suciency. The case of "special" ollows from [2], Theo-

rem 5. For the case of "general", i we put

F(x)--lim[JFn

f(x)dx,
N [a, x]

then by [C], F(x) is continuous. Moreover, we see that, in the same
way as in [3], Theorems 5 and 7, F(x) is absolutely continuous in the
general sense on every F and F(x)-f(x) a.e. Hence, f(x) is Denjoy-integrable in the general sense (see [5]).
From Proposition 17 and Theorem 9, it follows that"
Theorem 10. If f(x) is a general (vesp. special) Den]oy-integrable function in [a, b], then there is a positive Lebesgue-integrable
function p(x) in [a, b] such that f(x) is (E.R.) integrable in every
interval I in [a, b] and (D)

If(x)dx (resp. (D,) If(x)dx)--(E.R.)
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